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Almond FinTech’s mission is to promote access to a�ordable and fast international money transfers for individuals 
and businesses. The Almond Transfer Protocol and its Se�lement Optimization Engine work in tandem to 
enable a robust, e�cient, and transparent global funds transfer network that improves itself over time.

When taken together, these factors lay the groundwork for the fast transmission of data and funds, a 
necessary ingredient for a superior financial interoperability network.  

With an established need in the market and a supportive tech environment, the ATP sets out to be a 
ubiquitous worldwide funds transfer network, one which connects various types of financial institutions and 
their users across borders.

ATP NETWORK OVERVIEW

ALMOND TRANSFER PROTOCOL (ATP)
The ATP enables standardization of communications across a network of financial institutions and digital 
currency (DC) exchanges for transactions and se�lements.

Approach
Various financial institutions from di�erent countries lack a common “language” with which to pass 
information and execute transactions. The SWIFT system is helpful in this regard, but su�ers from high fees, 
transfer delays, and a complex UX. The fragmented global financial system needs a modern, scalable, and 
user-friendly interoperability solution.

A DC-based international funds transfer protocol is successful because of two technology trends:

Digitization of financial services, including 
the improved web and mobile capacity of 
financial institutions

The increasing global presence and 
acceptance of DC infrastructure1 2
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Digitization of financial services, specifically
the web and mobile capabilities of providers

The success of a DC-based international funds transfer protocol relies on two technology trends: 
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Technology
The ATP comprises a suite of Application Programming Interfaces (API) and processes which governs the 
communication and transfer of funds between financial institutions.

The minimum tech requirements FIs need to participate in the Almond network are modest. The ATP API 
suite is provided to the financial institution which is sending the transfer (“source FI”). Other parties involved 
in the transaction (namely the “target FI” and the DC exchanges) are expected to have APIs with some basic 
functionality available. 

The Representational State Transfer (REST) APIs contained within the ATP are protected by OAuth 2.0 
authentication and authorization protocol. All APIs run on HTTPS and meet the highest industry standards 
in security. The mechanisms ensuring the security of the system include IP whitelisting, thro�ling, and VPN 
connectivity support.

A typical transaction across the ATP involves the following steps:

Given that inbound and outbound transactions will o�en not be perfectly balanced for most FIs, ATP uses 
the following flow to se�le funds across borders between the FIs:

When taken together and applied across a network, these processes enable seamless funds transfers 
between previously disconnected FIs and their users.

ATP TRANSACTION FLOW

ATP SETTLEMENT FLOW



The SOE is based on a machine learning model that processes data 
from multiple external sources, as well as Almond’s transaction history 
and projections. 

With the available data growing exponentially alongside the pace  
of growth of the Almond network, the SOE is expected to generate 
ever-improving se�lement decisions that will continuously reduce the 
prices and delays across the whole network.
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SETTLEMENT OPTIMIZATION ENGINE (SOE)
The Se�lement Optimization Engine (SOE) is a background process that improves the speed, a�ordability, 
and reliability of the ATP. The SOE considers a wide range of inputs to automatically select the best DC 
se�lement strategy.

Approach
The e�ectiveness of the ATP described above relies heavily on the underlying DC infrastructure used to 
execute international se�lements. The fees charged by the DC exchanges for buying, selling, and transferring 
DCs are the primary costs borne by the ATP. Furthermore, any delays or system faults in the DC processes 
may delay the ATP se�lements that are based on the same network.

To reduce the reliance on a single DC or blockchain, ATP has built-in redundancies. It works across a wide 
range of blockchains, DCs, and exchanges that support them. This enables the system to switch between 
di�erent DCs and exchanges as necessary to keep the system online, reduce delays, and minimize costs.  
The SOE is the underlying solution enabling this. 

Technology
The SOE takes the following inputs and publishes outputs to facilitate an informed decision for the  
DC se�lement process:
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